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What follows is our translation of a poem from Na Castelloza, a trobaïritz who lived in Auvergne 
at the beginning of 13th Century, and composed a cycle of cansos about – finding – unrequited 
love. We love that Na Castelloza is lustful, raging, funny and tender, switching registers 
sometimes within a single  line. We translated her from Occitan to English, though neither of 
us speaks Occitan. For each poem we translate we also write an accompanying text, which we 
call a Razo. Razos were the descriptive and interpretive texts written to frame, contextualize and 
introduce troubadour poems. They became the norm as the troubadour society in the Aquitaine 
region broke up and dispersed after the Albigensian Crusade beginning in 1209, which was 
fought in the territory where the poems were written and performed. The poets were perhaps not 
targeted by the crusade, but it is hard to know, since the heretical culture of the Cathars and the 
rime-culture of the troubadours shared a geography, a network of patronage, a vernacular, and 
a rejection of the legitimacy of social hierarchy, patriarchal primacy and ideological constraint. 
The poets who survived the crusade and the inquisition that followed went to other places, such 
as Spain, Sicily and Italy.   Having lost their cultural  context and their patrons, but seeking to 
preserve and transmit the troubadour lyric heritage, they supplemented the poems with these 
brief prose preludes, in part to ensure the survival of the work, and also to make it accessible to 
new audiences. While typically Razos were short prose paragraphs, ours are verse poems mostly, 
and talk about the political and natural and philosophical and culinary and social contexts of 
our work together. Since 2018, we have met twice a year for several days in Nalliers, a village 
in Nouvelle Aquitaine,  to pursue this research and translation work from what remains of Na 
Castelloza— 5 poems, one of them contested— and to make a book – I of Song – soon to be 
published by Nion Editions, in Berkeley. Together we become her.
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Razo

10 days is not enough
5 days is not enough
2 days is enough.

The core of western love philosophy
Goes in pain.
3 genders is not enough.

Dompna is a gender
Who loves openly
A moral androgyne
A masculine mistress
A bed, a table, a piece of wood
A philosophical witness
Below the belt.

We went down to the river
To witness rime.
The water was high.
We spoke of
Sweetness becoming rot.

The essential anachrony of rivers
At the moment of translation
Breaks clocks.
All the troubairitz are named Sappho
But we name them Mae West
/
frisssssssh raaaaaaaw plounc
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“All translation appears as a monster in time itself ”
Says Erín Moure, in O Resplandor, translating Derrida
That’s Erín Moure, Dompna
Who feels time passing through their mouth.
Here there is the feeling of something missing
We can’t know what writing meant
But it implies future possibility
Translation transmits
The problem of untransmittable song.

Such as “when I’m caught between two evils
I like to take the one I haven’t tried.”

Women minstrels existed. Illustrations exist. Mae West exists.
She becomes philosophical consciousness.

Mae West defines love: It’s an art, it’s a luxury, it’s a physical culture.

The last tomatoes, the last peppers, the last basil, the last figs, almost decayed
Pass through our mouth.

With the river that we weep from our eyes
We write greetings
More than a hundred.
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All the days of your life
Betrayed, I die.

Me, stricken and cut down
Cut or torn as by a wound.

You lived with me for a long time
You pledged and guaranteed

Boyfriend, then you left.
You left me pierced.

If thee I’ve lost
My hope in thee’s

Afraid.

And if you give me wrong for good
Gorgeous with abundant heart

I don’t believe in any bliss
I only love you more. I won’t resist        [rest]

More so am I possessed
No way wd I have fibbed

I was artless
If I can’t have your bliss.
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You I love, tipsily–
Bliss fibbed.

All my habits are bad
Examples for other dames

(They send second hand rimes
Overthought)

I sing to your face
Bare in my truth

This being my own pleasure.
A dame’s worth can increase

Abundant friend
With your knowing kiss.

Damn me if ever my heart wanders!
From you, fickle,

To any crush of any class
However fuckable. Never.

But I think too much, it’s torment
Coz you forget my fond addiction.

If I can’t have your joy
Then you compose my death.

For when a dame goes in anguish
She dies.
 (if no man applies his little dagger)
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My lot is melancholic. All the melancholy
All the damage, is yours.

My husband thanks you
And so does my castle
And so do my ancestors

So if you ever failed me
I pardon you utterly    [with all my guts]

I BEG YOU TO RETURN
Now that you have listened
To my song, I entreat you:

Enter my truth.


